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View from the Chair: 2017
administration in Washington, the times will
definitely be interesting. The board voted to
form an ad hoc committee to monitor the
activity of the state legislature so that we can be
better informed about possible changes to laws
But as to Senior College, we that would be of interest to us. We have not met
yet, but it should be a valuable addition to our
are in good shape. Had an
excellent board meeting last activities. If anyone receiving this newsletter
week. Curriculum committee would like to serve on this committee, please
let me know by email at
reports a good lineup of
courses, and the concert committee an equally tfeagin@roadrunner.com.
good lineup of concerts. Forum is starting to
In fact, all of our committees could use fresh
work on next year’s topics. Nominations is
eyes and ears, so feel free to volunteer by
pleased to announce outstanding additions to
emailing me or speaking to anyone already
the board, and the finance committee has
serving on a committee or the board. I am
presented a balanced budget. So my job as chair
confident that as Dame Julian of Norwich said:
is fun and easy.
“All will be well. All will be well. All manner
of things will be well.”
“May you live in interesting times” is an
ancient Chinese curse, and with a new
Tom Feagin, Chair, UMASC Board
Well, I hope everyone feels
do—just started
better than I do
on a nasty cold. 'Tis the
season to be sneezy.
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UMA Senior College
Opens Doors
When l first began attending classes at Senior
College, l took one class at a time—most
centered around philosophy. As time went on,
l became familiar with a wider variety of
Senior College classes. Having always been
fascinated by geology and rocks, my interest
was piqued by a summer offering of rock
hounding. We carpooled to sites throughout
mid-Maine, coming away with specimens

from tourmaline to flecks of panned gold. The new discoveries that can be found in the natural
companionship offered by traveling together for world that surrounds us all.
those eight weeks enriched the experience, and
Theresa Davulis
friendships began to form.
Editor’s note: Last semester Theresa and I both
Each semester, l looked forward to the
took Jill Rubinson’s wonderful course on Jane
upcoming catalogue of offerings. Then there
Austen. At the end of one class, Theresa shared
was a Maine wildflower identification class…
with a group of us her tiny notebook which was
For eight wonderful weeks, we were aptly led
filled with delicate drawings of wildflowers. We
by a recognized area expert in wildflower
all admired them. Theresa explained that she
identification to view beautiful specimens
had never done this kind of artwork before, and
growing along roadsides, down country lanes,
that it was her experience with Senior College
and along wooded paths. Getting on my knees
that encouraged her to try something brand new.
with a small magnifying glass in hand, l learned
She was thrilled to discover this new outlet for
to identify these most beautiful ephemerals. It
self expression. That, it seems to me, is such an
opened a whole new world to me.
important aspect of Senior College. Our
Over this past summer, l began a sketchbook of participation offers us seniors many
drawings of the humble flowers growing in my opportunities to explore facets of ourselves that
yard, my dirt driveway, and in the cracks in a
we’d previously been unaware of, and our lives
rock in my garden. Below are some examples. are thereby much enriched in ways that we
These drawings are evidence of the joy I found probably wouldn’t have predicted.
when Senior College opened my eyes to the
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Finding
the Christmas Spirit

Since I was once a windbag, I think it's okay
for me to poke a little fun:

Frolicking in Politic
Politics
cs
c
s
(Or how windbags win)
Say it with conviction,
use folksy diction,
people will believe you
even if it's fiction.

Stand before flags,
at least forty-eight,
rant a bit, rave a bit
crowds will salivate.

It rained hard overnight and into the morning
hours of Thursday, December 1st, but by
noontime the rains had departed, and so did a
small group of gals leaving from the parking lot
of the Augusta Civic Center. The six headed
south to the Maine coast in search of the
Christmas spirit. It was rumored that it might
be found somewhere near Boothbay Harbor.
This adventure would require sustenance, so a
stop was made in Wiscasset for a lovely lunch

Say you hate taxes,
each and every one,
say it every other line at least till you've won.

And just before you're done,
say apple pie and mom,
and then with greatest gusto
God bless us every one.
Cheers, Marilyn Canavan
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at Le Garage. We were beginning to get a taste
(pun intended) of the Christmas spirit here with
their delightful holiday decorations. We were
seated at a perfectly situated table between a
beautifully decked out Christmas tree and a
bank of windows overlooking the Sheepscot
River.
After enjoying a delicious lunch, sparkling
conversation, and the great view, we continued
on our merry way. We arrived in Boothbay
Harbor, and after a short wait—spent mostly
trying to stay warm—we boarded a big yellow
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school bus which delivered us to the Coastal
Maine Botanical Garden. Now these gardens
are certainly something to see in the spring,
with thousands of tulips blooming, and azaleas
and rhododendrons in profusion, but the gardens
also come alive in December. According to the
CMBG website, “Gardens Aglow is the biggest
and brightest light display in Maine! This year,
over 360,000 energy-efficient LED lights
decorate our central gardens and buildings.”

friends. While this was not a Senior College trip,
the friends who enjoyed this adventure came
together through involvement in UMASC. Senior
College is a certainly a great way to stay active
and involved in lifelong learning, but the best part
is the wonderful people we share these
experiences with, and that’s the real Christmas
spirit.
We spent a marvelous evening wandering the
pathways, awed by this amazing display of trees
wrapped in lights,
bushes draped in
lights, and ponds
reflecting lights,
lights, lights... All
topped off with
yummy hot
chocolate and a
visit to the gift shop
before hopping the
big yellow bus back
to town. And just
so you know, the
town of Boothbay
Harbor had not
rolled up the
sidewalks for winter. BBH was like something
out of a Hallmark movie, the quintessential
coastal Christmas village.

Kay Fiedler

If You Love
I wrote a poem for my daughter
daughter’s birthday
daughter’s
She said it brought tears to her eyes
I told my son I was proud of what he
he’’d done
His voice got thick and husky
I told my wife she completed my life
She sniffed and said that
that’s sweet
that’s
I found that if you love someone
It makes them cry.

Our search for Christmas spirit was a huge
success, and the best part was spending time with

By Charles Acker
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So we called the CATC office, and they routed
us to Chef Heidi Parent. We explained to Chef
Heidi how we UMA Senior College students
Sooner or later it had to happen. It was our turn. went to lunch every month. She seemed to have
In spite of our outstanding ability to
a hard time understanding how our lunch habits
procrastinate, it was only fair that we assume
had anything to do with a college course (she
the responsibility of organizing the December was obviously too young to be aware of Senior
event for members of the UMASC Dining
College) but we did finally explain clearly
Club. This is the only requirement for
enough what we wanted, and she agreed to
membership, and we had enjoyed the efforts of provide a lunch for us on December 6th. She
others for many months.
welcomed the chance to have her students do
this for us since it was an opportunity for more
Just to remind everyone, the UMA Senior
of them to gain experience serving meals and
College Dining Club numbers twenty-some
not just preparing them.
members who take turns setting up a monthly
dining opportunity at a
A week or so later, Chef Heidi
Maine restaurant. All of
sent us a tentative menu. The
us like to eat and are
proposed meal was a lot better
willing to travel an hour
than I expected (guess I was
or two in search of a new
having visions of the meals I
and different dining
had in the Quonset hut dining
adventure. Generally we
hall at the University of Maine
order off the menu and
way back in the Middle Ages).
usually the owner or
She also agreed to speak to the
manager speaks to us
group and tell us about the
about the history of the
program.
business, its philosophy,
etc.
We sent out the menu to the club along with the
details of where/when/price. The school
Along about October, when Sue and I had still charges only for the cost of the food—$8. It
not chosen a restaurant, Sue was starting to get seemed like a modest cost to us, so we asked
concerned that, left to myself, I might select an that everyone chip in an extra $2 as a donation
Irving Station. So, while chatting with some
to the program (and everyone did). A couple of
neighbors, she asked them for ideas. We wanted members mentioned that they had been there
a location close by in case of bad driving
before and were looking forward to going back.
conditions and a place that club members had
Peter and Suzanne Rosenberg were so excited
not already visited multiple times. The
about our luncheon that they cancelled a
neighbors suggested that we look into the
Himalayan Trek that they had scheduled.
Culinary Arts program at the Capital Area
Technical Center. Bingo! This was indeed a
Luckily the 6th turned out to be a nice clear day,
novel idea, and offered an opportunity for us to and twenty of us arrived at the school without
learn how area students are prepared to consider any problem. Before serving the meal Chef
the food industry as a career.
Heidi and a couple students shared a little bit
about themselves and the Culinary Arts

A Dining Adventure
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program. Chef Heidi was an executive chef at
Fishbones in Lewiston before coming to the CATC
this fall. She told us that most of the students
started with little to no experience in food
preparation and that some (like me) could barely
make a bowl of cereal.
Judging from the meal that was served, the
students have already learned a great deal. It was
very, very good.

Our instructor, Jane Paxton, to her credit, did try to
help us make sense of the whole thing. Her
enthusiasm and ability to engage the students to
participate was admirable. She pointed out the
many ways that Greek myths are incorporated into
our everyday vocabulary. Spartan, cuckold, erotic,
pandemic, titanic, nemesis, and Elysium/Elysian
are just a few of the words that we owe to the
Greeks and their mythology.

Keeping things straight was a definite challenge,
The whole experience was a hit… so much so that
and I, for one, was not always up to that challenge,
several people suggested we make it an annual
but I’m glad I gave it a try.
event. Elizabeth even suggested that we go back in
Sharon A. Tyler
May to see how much more the students had
progressed.
Bob O’Halloran

Greek Mythology

Bridge at Senior College

“We really appreciate all the time and Patience you
have devoted to these classes. Hopefully some
good bridge players will come out of all your
efforts. Thanks sooooo much!”

Greek mythology can be entertaining,
overwhelming, and confusing. The cast of
characters numbers in the hundreds—with gods, “Many thanks to all of you for the outstanding
instruction and lots of fun!”
goddesses, demigods, titans, giants, fates, shape
shifters, harpies, and humans, just to name a few of
“I echo all the above. You instructors are so
the major categories.
knowledgeable, fun and PATIENT! I have loved
The behavior of these many gods did not leave me the classes and the feeling that some of it is
with any desire to follow in their footsteps! They beginning to stick. “
were guilty of an inordinate amount of incest, petty
These comments reflect our appreciation for the
jealousy, deception, and downright bad behavior.
work of Suzanne Kiefer Rosenberg, Barbara
Livingston, and Norma Blazer who were our
The class enjoyed snacks related to Greek culture.
Bridge 2 instructors his fall. They have been
teaching from Audrey Grant’s Bridge Basics 1, 2,
and 3. This was set up to be a regular eight-week
Senior College course, but has developed into
something more. The class started this fall with
about 20 players. Several of them had taken the
spring class, and several more were added for
Bridge 2. At least two groups from the spring
group played through the summer. At the end of
the eight classes, another one was added, and then
two more in January. There were two Christmas
parties.
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The plan is for the players to continue weekly into
May. The instructors will come prepared to teach a
lesson on the first week of February, March, April,
and May. The weeks in between will be practice
sessions with as many players as can come.

sessions, some friends asked what was I going to do
now that I knew how to play. Well, I gulped, I was
just beginning to learn. Every week there have
been two or three new subjects from Audrey
Grant’s books. To illustrate the lesson, Barbara has
carefully prepared duplicate cards so that each table
I was one of the newcomers to the fall class. I
has the same cards to play. After the game, there is
happened to be invited to one of the late summer
a great discussion about what each table did and
games and was delighted with the support and the
what Audrey Grant thought should happen. Some of
explanations of those present and decided to join in
the recent topics that have been taught and practiced
the fun and work. After I had been to three or four
and that come up again are preemptive opening
bids, Staymen, transfers, and Blackwood
conventions.
Some of our players have ventured into playing at
the Cohen Center, and have been encouraged to
play with the duplicate bridge group. One is even
going on a weeklong adventure out of state in the
spring.
Here is another illustration of the good things
happening at Senior College at UMA!
Janet Cowperthwaite

Brown Bag Schedule
UMA Senior College members and friends are invited to bring their lunch to each free session at 12 noon on Tuesdays at
the Michael Klahr Center Rotunda (connected to UMA’s Katz Library). Coffee, tea, and water will be provided. The
length of each lecture will be 60-90 minutes. For any questions, please call 621-3551. Snow dates are Thursday, January
26 and Thursday, February 23.

Tuesday

February 14
February 21
February 28
March 7

Presenter

Art Ray
Elizabeth Reinsborough
Cassie Bouton
Jeanne Coleman

Lecture

Halifax, NS Explosion
Wildlife of the Galapagos Islands
Hallowell’s Harlow Gallery: Past, Present and Future
BIG Birds

Concerts at Jewett

Sunday, February 12, 2017, 2PM – (snow date Feb. 19) – The Plaid Dragonflies. Enthusiastically recommended by
Senior College students, Tess Zardus and Val Bennett will present a medley of popular songs from the 40s through
today.

Sunday, March 5, 2017, 2PM – (no snow date) – Choro Louco, a Brazilian Choro band from Portland will present the
unique rhythms and intricate harmonies of Brazil’s Choro music.

Sunday, April 9, 2017, 2PM – Sarah Geller, a young Farmington native who performs in NYC, will share her

outstanding violin skills. “Ms. Geller’s talents shine through to audiences who thrill at her abundant musicality and
probing interpretations.” —Michael Shapiro, Music Dir. and Conductor, The Chappaqua Orchestra (NY)

Sunday, May 7, 2017, 2PM – Masanobu Ikemiya, a highly acclaimed concert pianist, peace activist, and

environmental steward. He is also a Concerts at Jewett favorite, featuring intricate pieces by master composers, lighthearted ragtime rhythms, and videos of places and projects that inspire him.

Concerts are Sundays 2-4 pm at UMA Jewett. Tickets are $10, $5 for students, 12 and under free. Tickets are
available at Pat's Pizza of Augusta, Dave’s Appliance in Winthrop, and at the door. Subscriptions (7 or more concerts) at
reduced rates are available by mail. Be a PATRON – contribute $100 or more to the Community Presentations Fund and
attend all concerts free. For further information call 621-3551, email umasc@maine.edu, or visit our websites at
umasc.org or concertsatjewett.com.
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Walking Group
We'd really enjoy your company on our Rail-Trail walks on Wednesday mornings. As soon as the weather permits,
we'll be at the Hallowell trailhead at 10 am (9 am summer weather). Usually we have coffee somewhere following the
walk and have a chance to catch up with Senior College and one another. For more information, call the office at 6213551 or Penny Higgins at 623-1345.

Book Groups
Senior College has two book groups. One meets on the third Monday of the month, and the other on the fourth
Thursday. The groups include both men and women. We read a variety of books chosen by the group itself, and the
discussions are enthusiastic and lively. For more information, leave a message at 621-3551, and someone will respond.

Contribute to the Illuminator!
To be considered for the spring issue of the Illuminator, please send your articles, stories, poems or artwork to the
editor, Ann Sullivan, at asullivan47@outlook.com. The deadline is May 15, 2017.

UMASC Website
Are you wondering when the next Concert at Jewett will be held? Who is performing? Have you signed up for an
upcoming class, but would like to know more about the instructor? Lost your copy of the latest issue of the Illuminator
before you finished reading it? All of this and much more is available on the UMASC website—www.umasc.org.
Our website is just another wonderful benefit for being involved with Senior College. Check out the slide show. Is a
class you participated in featured there? There is a page for recent news releases, information regarding the mission
statement, bylaws, and board of directors. You can learn how and when to register for classes and check the weekly
course schedule. The best part, like all else on the Internet, it is available 24/7!
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